Curriculum Overview for Year 6
English
 Reading









 Writing

Read a broad range of genres

Recommend books to others
Make comparisons within/across books 
Support inferences with evidence

Summarising key points from texts
Identify how language, structure, etc.

contribute to meaning
Discuss use of language, inc. figurative 

Discuss & explain reading, providing
reasoned justifications for views.


Art & Design
 Grammar

Use knowledge of morphology &

etymology in spelling

Develop legible personal handwriting 
style
Plan writing to suit audience & purpose; 
use models of writing

Develop character & setting in narrative 
Select grammar & vocabulary for effect 
Use a wide range of cohesive devices 
Ensure grammatical consistency





Use appropriate register/ style
Use the passive voice for purpose
Use features to convey & clarify
meaning
Use full punctuation
Use language of subject/object









Number/Calculation
Secure place value & rounding to
10,000,000, including negatives
All written methods, including long
division
Use order of operations (not indices)
Identify factors, multiples & primes
Solve multi-step number problems
Algebra
Introduce simple use of unknowns













Science






Living things and their habitats
Animals, including humans
Evolution
Light
Electricity
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Geometry & Measures
Confidently use a range of measures
& conversions
Calculate area of triangles /
parallelograms
Use area & volume formulas
Classify shapes by properties
Know and use angle rules
Translate & reflect shapes, using all
four quadrants










Painting
3-D
Collage
Exploring and developing ideas
Evaluating and developing work
Sketchbook work



Monitoring and Control technology: Project
using sensors and control equipment, where
monitoring of the environment causes a real
response in the control equipment, e.g.
temperature sensor reaching a certain
temperature causes the fan to be turned on

Speaking & Listening
Use questions to build knowledge
Articulate arguments & opinions
Use spoken language to speculate,
hypothesise & explore
Use appropriate register & language

Mathematics










Computing

Fractions, decimals & percentages
Compare & simplify fractions
Use equivalents to add fractions
Multiply simple fractions
Divide fractions by whole numbers
Solve problems using decimals &
percentages
Use written division up to 2dp
Introduce ratio & proportion

Data
Use pie charts
Calculate mean averages

History
Non-European Study
Pupils should be taught about a non-European society that provides contrasts with
British history - one study chosen from:
early Islamic civilization, including a study of Baghdad c. AD 900;
Mayan civilization c. AD 900; or
Benin (West Africa) c. AD 900-1300
Pre-Roman Britain
Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age. This could include:
late Neolithic hunter-gatherers and early farmers, for example, Skara Brae
Bronze Age religion, technology and travel, for example, Stonehenge
Iron Age hill forts: tribal kingdoms, farming, art and culture
Extended chronological study
Study of an aspect or theme in British history that extends pupils’ chronological
knowledge beyond 1066, for example:
the changing power of monarchs using case studies such as John, Anne and Victoria
changes in an aspect of social history, such as crime and punishment from the
Anglo-Saxons to the present or leisure and entertainment in the 20th Century
the legacy of Greek or Roman culture (art, architecture or literature) on later
periods in British history, including the present day, a significant turning point in
British history, for example, the first railways or the Battle of Britain
study of an aspect of history or a site dating from a period beyond 1066 that is
significant in the locality

Design & Technology







Developing, planning and communicating ideas
Evaluating
Food
Construction
Sheet materials

Geography








Modern Hebrew - Ivrit










Making simple statements
Expressing opinions
Asking and answering questions
Agreeing/ disagreeing
Complex sentences with “ki”
Pronouns
Talking about the past
Expressing feeling and emotions
Giving reasons: Biglal

Physical









Games
Athletics
Dance
OAA
Gymnastics
Striking and fielding
Net and Wall
Swimming

Name & locate counties, cities, regions & features
of UK
Understand latitude, longitude, Equator,
hemispheres, tropics, polar circles & time zones
Study a region of Europe
Understand biomes, vegetation belts, land use,
economic activity, distribution of resources, etc.
Use 4- and 6-figure grid references on OS maps
Use fieldwork to record & explain areas

Music




Education

A study of women composers/musicians
through the ages
Kodaly Music lessons
A composition

Religious







Education

Jewish festivals: understand practices related
to the festivals
Jewish festivals: Applying values from the
festivals to our own lives
Learning about the Holocaust
Trip to Beth Shalom
Torah stories – Leadership skills from Jewish
leaders
Middot and our everyday lives
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